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xw and others, some are more on your itouch, but were faster because they used a microcontoller, this one uses a logic port and
takes up less space, and is faster. I have the board up and running, it comes with a program for a keyboard that takes care of all
the button presses, audio, and the steppers and motors. I'm hoping to get some printing done, but right now I just want to get
some code on there that I can run through the program I put together. I have a 9v cigarette lighter adapter and a 9v battery
holder that I can use for testing, and I also have a bunch of stuff I put together, like 3 sets of conductors to hookup a jumper
with a pin head, and a few wirestrippers so I can cut wire shorter, and some tape to attach to things with. I also have a few x-acto
knives.Q: How to determine if jQuery.animate() is currently active I'm trying to perform a function if an.animate() function is
currently being executed, but can't figure out how. Here's my function: function loadProfile() { $.ajax({ type: 'GET', url:
'/static/avatars/' + info.userId, dataType: 'html', success: function(data) { $('#avatar').html(data); // do stuff }, complete:
function() { $('#profile').fadeIn(500); } }); } I need the #profile to fade in only after the profile is loaded, so I'm trying to
execute loadProfile() only after.animate() is complete, but I can't figure out how to determine that. I've tried:
if($('#avatar').is(":animated")) { f3e1b3768c
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